This term 5/6B have had a wonderful time in and out of the classroom, such as interschool sport, Life Ed, and loads more fun subjects. We would love for you to read these wonderful pieces that everyone in our grade have put together by themselves and have decided to put into this amazing newsletter. We hope everyone will enjoy it.

Edited by Ani and Shayden.

Smoking is disgusting. It’s really bad for your health. And how are you supposed to make friends when at the same time you poison them? And after about three cigarettes you’ll probably be addicted. If you want lung cancer, this is the best way to get it. Read on for more reasons smoking should be banned.

By Matt.D

All kids say school should be banned. There is no free time and there is heaps of homework for all the kids. Read on and agree with me. 95% of kids said school be banned. It costs heaps and school goes for six and a half hours per day and then homework for 4 hours for everyone. Kids hate it so much. Who does hate homework? Every one!!

By Dylan W

Ps3 is better than Xbox

Everybody in the universe agrees that a ps3 is the best. Ps3’s online system is absolutely better. Ps3 has the best ever games. Ps3’s home screen is the best. Read on and find out more about ps3’s from my amazing facts.

By Liam T

Hot rods are better than 4WD. Hot rods are good for designs. Hot rods are good for shows and special occasions. Hot rods are the best cars in the world.

BY CHARLIE BELL

Interschool sport!

This term, I enjoyed interschool sport. I was in the Basketball team with Dylan, Lachie, Tom, Kobe, Aiden and me of course. Each time we played away, we won. Each time we played home, we lost. Once we drew.

BY RAY

95.9% of people say that Hungry Jack’s food is much better to eat. Their food has more flavour and better taste. The people who cook in Hungry Jacks are professional chefs, and the people who cook in McDonalds are bad attitude, lazy teenagers who are un-hygienic and can’t cook. Even Bec says that Hungry Jacks is much better than McDonalds and no one can deny it.

By Daniel Phillips

When Sam got back she heard a noise like someone was scraping their nails down a chalkboard. ‘Catherine, what is that?’ Sam asked. Tiny started kicking the wall where there were about fifteen cobwebs. ‘What’s wrong Tiny?’ Catherine asked. Not expecting an answer of course. Tiny kept kicking the wall until it finally broke!

BY JADE

Aliens

As soon as my head touched the pillow from a long day of hard work, I fell asleep.

During the night, while I was asleep, a big bang woke me. I startled and sat up wondering what I heard, I looked around, nothing was there. I sat scared and tense and then I decided that I would search the house for any signs or clues, so I could figure out what that bang was.
This term in the grade 3-0 area, we have been doing interschool sports. The sports were; Basketball, Volley-Stars, Rounders, T-Ball, Cricket and Bat tennis. We played Tintern-Vale, Park-Orchards, Heathmont-East, Yarra-Road and Wonga Park. Three of our teams were undefeated this season which were; Rounders Girls, Bat tennis and Cricket. Well done to everyone who participated in the “Summer Sports” this term. And good luck to the undefeated teams who might be going into district.

By Steph Newman.

Buddies!

This term all the grade 5s and some grade 6s got buddies, we have done 3 activity’s with them the first day we made elephants with our hands, the second activity we made teddy bear masks on our teddy bear picnic. On the third activity with them we made bunny ears for the Easter bonnet parade on Friday 4 of April.

By CHLOE OLSEN

Surely at Hawaii the people are really nice because they give you a big welcome and give you high fives and hugs. The people there have a big hotel for you to sleep in and everything you want too, but mostly they give you $5000 to use for things inside the hotel and if you run out they give you more!

By KOBE

My name is Emma and today I am going to tell you about the day the minions came to earth and yes, I said minions! By Maddie

“Oh no all the hotels are booked out! Now what do I do for my son’s birthday tomorrow? I know I will take him to whatever he wants for a special treat!”

“Thanks dad that was the best birthday seeing that M.X show!”

By BROCK SIMPSON

Mum I’m not feeling well. Mum I don’t I don’t think I can go to school. “How sick are you? “I’m just sick mum” “Ok where are you sick?” “Everywhere.” “Ok do you need to go to the doctors?” “Yes!”

“LACHE HEWITT!” “That’s us Hi Mr Doctor”. “Hi there”. “Can I have you open your mouth.” Ayyyyy. “Ok he is not sick so he lied.” “Yes that’s it get in the car.” “Mum that doctor knows nothing about people that are sick!”

By TAYLAH

I have really enjoy narratives and writing stories this term. “Bang, bang, bang!” Bonnie and Jade looked at the door, then at each other, then the door. Bonnie jumped on the ground held on to her leg and cried “No!!!!! L I won’t let you go, I won’t let you! You’ll die! “I know but you know me I always answer doors…….” By Bonnie Haworth-Hooker.

My little blue boat😊

The waves crashes against the sand like glass shattering among the rocks. I knew it was time to set sail. I jumped into my little blue boat with my karma, journal and some food. … An hour later a big storm came in and tipped over my little blue boat. I sunk to the bottom in horror that I’ll never see my little blue boat again.

By TARA

TERM 1 NEWSLETTER

This term has been amazing especially since I got to do this whole newsletter with Shayden. I think we did a great job and we hope you liked it.

By ANI

Inter school sport has been the highlight of my term by far. I have had un-countable hattricks of catches and great hits in rounders, my inter school sport team. Except for one match, we were undefeated.

By TIM

SUMMER IS BETTER THAN WINTER

Summer is better than boring old Winter because everyone knows you can get outside and play more. You can wear shorts and singlets: you don’t get colds in summer! Read on and find out more about why Summer is better than Winter.

By LILY BUTCHER

Factor Wall

In class we made a factor wall and we made it from 1 – 145!! And it is helpful that Charlie and Tara have helped me. Together we have put a wonderful factor poster.

By TAYLAH

I have really enjoyed writing and especially narrative, I wrote a really interesting story about Elmo and little girls getting scared of him. I really enjoy writing and look forward to it every day.

By Gemma
At Life Ed, we learnt about how alcohol and smoking kills 75% of people each year, and we watched a video about three girls, and one of the girls has smokes in her purse and we talked about that it’s your choice, but the effects it has on your body is fatal. Also we learnt about how some drugs are good and bad for you and we meet Harold the giraffe!

BY Jordan

In cooking we have cooked lots of different types of food, such as: Vietnamese rice paper rolls, strawberry and mint ice cream, different salads, muffins and much, much more!

We have had lots of fun in cooking, together as a class!

By Jordan

Hi my name is Samantha and I would like to tell you something that I have never told anyone so don’t spread the word. It’s a secret. Shhhhhhh! It’s a secret......

BY SHAYDEN©!!!!

Maccas have the best icecream and the sundaes are the tastiest, best sundaes in the world and the cheeseburgers are ok.

By Corey Sanders.